"Education is the manifestation of the perfection already in man". These are the words of the great philosopher and educator Swami Vivekananda. Vivekananda Global University (Formerly VIT University, Jaipur)-- A Division of Bagaria Education Trust, has been formed keeping in mind his teaching and mentoring ideals. The overall development of the techno-managers with a seeking spirit towards education is VGU's vision for its students. The University is run by one of the reputed group of visionaries in the field of education. The Vivekananda Global University (Formerly VIT University, Jaipur) catering to the modern needs of education combined with the traditional Indian values is a private university under the state government act. The University has started Institutes for providing best in class education in the disciplines of engineering.

We also aim to start more degrees and diplomas shortly. Co-Curricular activities are also given equal importance and students are encouraged to choose their sport for being physically fit, this also helps in development of the life skills like team building, empathy towards fellow members, decision making etc. Vivekananda Global University (Formerly VIT University, Jaipur) has well qualified and experienced faculty and also encourages scholarships and fee waivers for meritorious students. The impetus provided to students for learning is fast paced to enhance their employability skills. Labs are designed keeping in mind the recent scenario and work culture.

Entrepreneurial skills are also given equal importance and developed by giving some practical projects and on the job training, for this purpose collaborations with various institutes of high repute has been made and many clubs in the university have been started in the mentorship of the trained and experienced faculty. In fact the strength of VGU's linkage to the corporate world sets the university apart and gives us a strong advantage in terms of academics.